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Wall Street and Washington Need Feng
Shui to Bailout!!
Feng Shui Cycles
It is not the amount of funds to be put into the system that will revive the economy. It is the Feng Shui
(oriental environmental studies) problems that need to be addressed here. ‘What goes around comes
around’, ‘what goes up must come down’ and ‘things are always in cycle!’ US will turn out fine but
without the Feng Shui remedies US will probable pro-longing the adjustment period and it is painful to
all American citizens, in particular the taxpayers!

Poor US
I remembered vividly in my mind that after the 1997 Asia Financial Crisis, the US had condemned Hong
Kong and some other Asian countries for intervention of the economies. ‘Is immoral and intervention to
the free economy system!’ said US. Once the advocate of free economy turns out to is the one who
now asking the whole world to intervene in the recovery process! This is a clear democracy at work with
double standards. The rating agencies live on without punishment and the bailout of poor corporate
managements at the expense of taxpayers’ monies. Bailout after bailout, this is simply pouring monies
into the sea, where you cannot get any return!
In the process we see the failure of US banking sector, nationalization or forced liquidation in the 2008
of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, of the giant Washington Mutual mortgage lender, and the rapid
collapse of the nation’s fourth largest deposit bank, Wachovia and Lehman Brothers that made the
world complicated. Many other smaller banks are and will join the failure process. Laid off after laid off,
the numbers of unemployed reaching 3 million people soon, it is not working! It does not need a genius
to figure out that the equation does not add up!

The Bubble is in the Making
By pumping monies into the systems will only create waste, inefficiency as well as inflating another
bubble. The treasury is at high risk!

Why should I help US?
Many friends and clients of mine had asked me why should I use my expertise and knowledge to help
the US, and the answer is pretty clear, because the toxic that US created had and will continue to
spread further to other parts of the world that impact us. The global economy is already borderless with
US as economic superpower (at this point of time) that when the US sneezes the world will get a cold.
We do not want to see any ‘protectionism’ that will isolate country from being progressing further or the
world economy in general.
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Let s us examine USA by using two methods, one in the Feng Shui point of view and the other is
the Life Pillars of USA. I will offer solutions to the problems via 5-elements and Feng Shui
remedy towards the end of the article.

1.

Life Pillars of USA

USA declared independent on July 4th 1776 from the Great Britain. Below is the Life Pillars for such date
since the time of inception was not known; I’ve plotted only three pillars instead of four.

Time
Unknown
Unknown

Day
已(Earth)
丑 (Ox)

Month
甲 (Wood)
午 (Horse)

Year
丙 (Fire)
申 (Metal)

And the following are the destiny pillars for USA, 2009 is the 233rd
year and which mean that US is currently at the 10- year luck of 丁已

270th
Year
辛(M)

260th
Year
庚 (M)

250th
Year
己 (E)

240th
Year
戊(E)

酉(Rooster)

申(Monkey)

未 (Goat)

午(Horse)

230th
Year
丁(F)
巳(Snake)

220th
Year
丙 (F)
辰(Dragon)

210th
Year
乙 (W)
卯(Rabbit)

200th
Year
甲 (W)
寅 (Tiger)

Yearly Stems and Branches
2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

庚(M)
寅(Tiger)

己(E)
丑(Ox)

戊(E)
子(Rat)

丁(F)
亥(Boar)

丙 (F)
戌 (Dog)

USA Month Command versus Year 2008
Month
甲 (Wood)
午 (Horse

2008

戊(E)
子(Rat)

The 2008 financial Tsunami was triggered by the collapsed of Lehman Brothers in September 2008.
You can see that the Wood Stem (甲) destructed Earth Stem (戊) at the same time the Fire (午)

Horse Earthly Branch is destroyed by the Water (Rat 子). Such disturbances did not
warrant stability!
USA Day Command versus Year 2009
Day
已(Earth)
丑 (Ox)

2009

已(Earth)
丑 (Ox)

The 2009 of both the USA Day Command and the 2009 Yearly Stem and Branch are the same or
symmetrically. With stem of 已 (Earth) and earthy branch 丑 (Ox). This scene is like two cowboys
looking at each other to see who is going to pull the gun faster and shot each other. This stalemate yet
between life and death moment can be solved easily. We just need two more people to intervene to pull
them a side!
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2.

Feng Shui (Chinese Environmental Studies)

The Feng Shui cycle of Period 7 started in 1984 and ended in 2003.
The concept at this Period was that we should have Mountain or support in the West sector
while the East would see Water element. This is the case with Wall Street topographical nature.
-See the map by Google below.
The Feng Shui Cycle of Period 8 started in 2004 and will end in 2023
The USA problem started to snowball in the year 2004, where the beginning of Period 8 and popped in
the Year 2007 and got worsen in the year 2008 by the collapsed of Lehman Brothers
At the Period 8 we would want to have the Northeast with Mountain as support while the Southwest to
have Water element. Evidently towards the end of period 7, the power of the West has subsiding while
the power of the East is arising. This is the balance Yin and Yang concept, the power of the West
especially US have been in supremacy state for the past 200 over years and, believe it or not in the Yin
and Yang concept, this will come to an end and the reverse will prevail. When the circumstances
warrant and dictate the East will be in power for the next 200 over years beginning with current period 8.
Of course things will be in gradual or incremental in significances throughout the process.

Solutions:
As a normal citizen what can you do to overcome such predicaments and tough
times?
1. Be Proactive in current position do more than before!-place 8 while pebbles stones behind
your seat to act as support or a brown jacket to cover your seat panel.
2. Never quit your job before you already secured a new job-place 8 white pebbles stones at
the Northeast sector of your house to strengthen your relationship with superior and
radiate or generate new relationships and thus opportunities.
3. Change your attitude and perception in your current thinking mode!-place a cup of clean
water near your desk. Must be clean all the time otherwise will attract either insects or
unwarranted relationship.
4. This is for all Americans people and I urge all of you to place either a bowl or a cup of clean
water in front of your house main entrance. This water element has two functions; one is the radiate
Kind energy and second is to harness such Kind energy to your advantages.
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As a government what can you do to overcome such predicaments and tough
times?
a) Feng Shui Proposal for Washington DC

-Southwest of White House, we see a nice river and this river must be in clean condition
all the time; any pollution will ignite unkind energy to the White House.
-At the following venues we must have activities like funfair, cruises, fireworks and etc to
ignite the Kind energy form the already existed Water element from the Southwest sector.
These venues are George Washington Memorial Parkway, Jefferson Davis Highway,
Washington Boulevard and Pentagon. Wind mills, moving objects are ideally should be
place on top of Pentagon or Vicinity to ignite the Kind energy.
-Northeast of White House, we must see some solid/tall buildings that act as support for
the White House. The area of Mount Vernon Square, Truxton Circle and Shaw should be
the focal point. Better yet some government offices should be relocating to this area.
White House and the Indicated Areas of Northeast and Southwest-map by Google
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b)

Feng Shui Proposal for New York Wall Street
-Southwest of Wall Street we see Ellis and Liberty Islands, in the circle as indicated on the
map below, some activities should be carried out regularly to ignite the Kind energy to Wall
Street. As for these two Islands, moving items such as clock, wheel mill and hot air balloons
and etc would be ideal to ignite the Kind energy.
-Ideally all banks and institutional funds offices should have water element in front of their
premises or offices such as water fountain, a bowl of clean water and alike.
Remember to use colour such as Blue, Silver, White, Gold and Black for official
government occasions or government buildings as such colours are favourable to US
based on the Life Pillars theory.

New York Wall Street and the Southwest of Wall Street-map by Google
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